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Recently Gaspari and Gyorffy (1972, to be referred 
to as 1) have developed a theory for the calculation of the 
electron-phonon mass enhancement A in transition me
tals (see also Stocks et al. 1972 and Evans et al. 1973). 
Their results show, that the electronic contribution to 
A is dominated by th scattering properties of the atomic 
potential. This ctrr mstanco allows an estimation of 
л from the scatterim phase shifts of the atomic potential 
without a full band-st ucrure calculation. However in order 
to obtain these results the authors assume that the energy 
bands are spherical. The main concern of this letter is to 
show that this approximation - which is at first sight 
a severe approxim;'ion - is unnecessary. An exact 
evaluation gives - a> :east for cubic crystals - the same 
expression for А аь in 1 with an insignificant redefini
tion of some quantities. 

Let us start as in 1 with the electron-phonon mass 
enhancement factor Л given by McMillan (1968) 

D(EF)<ll> 

where D(Ep) is the spin density of states per atom at 
the Fermi energy E F, <ш

2 > is an average'of the square 
of the phonon frequency and M is the atomic mass. The 
averaged electron-phonon matrix element <i2 > can be 
written - instead of expressing it as in 1 by Bloch states -
by means of the retarded Green function G(r,r,E) 

< { 2 > = „iDi(E HdrYt'V v(r) ^'У(г')\1тС(г,г',Ег)\2. 
Note that we use units where ft = 2m = l. 
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We make use of an expression for «he Green function 
given by Gyorffy and Stott (1971) (sea also Lloyd and 
Smith 1972, Lehmann 1973). If r and V are both inside 
the muffin-tin radius r m the imaginary part of the Green 
function may be written in the form: 
1тС(гУ',Е)---кХ Ar.J (r)J.(T'), K = V ' E , , n 4 

L,L' L L L L (3) 

where }L(t) is the regular solution of the Schrodinger 
equation for a single muffin-tin potential normalized so 
that 
JL (t) = f cos V ( j { (кг) - sin i)( n( (к r) i YL (r) 

for t>tm. ;j and "f are the spherical Bessel and Neumann 
functions. The YL are real spherical harmonics, h denotes 
the quantum numbers of the angular momentum I and m. 
The muffin tin potential is characterized by the scattering 
phase shifts ijf . The matrix ALL>on\y depends on the 
phase shifts цр and the crystal structure via the KKR 
structure constants (Lehmann 1973). The matrix ALL;ma.y 
be expressed by the scattering path operator r££", intro
duced by Gyorffy and Stott (1971) 

4 LL' = (K Si" П1™ПГ f 1тТЦ' { b ) 

or by the generalized phase shifts тк (John and Ziesche 
1971) 
A , = X a" . a 1. sin t j . . , „ s 

LL' A *-A L'A 'A (6) 

For the diagonal elements ALL immediately follows from 
equation (3) the relation 

A 
" j<t) ' (7) 

" L 

within the muffin tin sphere in the crystal and d <^> the 
corresponding density of states in the case of a single 
scatterer: 
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Substituting equation (3) in equation (2) and performing 
the integration over the muffin tin sphere gives an 
expression which only involves the scattering phase shifts 
and the coefficients A L L ' . Let us restrict our considera
tion to the important case of a cubic crystal with only 
non-zero phase shifts >/(> (1 = 0,1,2), Using cubic harmonics 
the matrix ALL> is diagonal with four independent 
coefficients only, corresponding to the irreducible repre
sentations 1} (b-0), i; ?fe-/J,and 1"2 5 ,\)t(f----2). In this case 
we immediately obtain from equation (2) the exact result: 

F n*D(EJ t-*0 U ' !

 d(» dO> 
! + i f 

0) 
which is an expression very close to equation (7) in 1. In 
contrast to the results in 1 equation (9) involves the den
sities of states within the muffin tim sphere 

f J_ "L> »£ - , ^ - V ^ , ( ] 0 ) 
d„ =• 2 d, , d<'> - (2(. + l)d<'> 

instead of the densities within the Wigner-Seitz sphere. 
The fact, that the cubic symmetry produces different 
densities of states dL for the irreducible representation 
Г' 2 5 and Г , г with the same angular momentum P=2,has 
no influence, as the equation (9) only depends on the sum 
d£ of these two densities. Accordingly the equation (7) 
in 1 is a good approximation in cubic close 
packed structure. However for a crystal with a lower 
symmetry than the cubic one the full matrix ALL' must 
be taken into account and the equation (9) is not valid. 
In this case the spherical approximation neglects the 
nondiagonal elements ALL'. However it seems likely that 
these nondiagonal elements are small in the case of 
weak s and p scattering. In addition in the spherical 
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approximation the diagonal elements ALL are replaced by 
an average which depends on the angular momentum? . 
A suitable way to calculate in a direct manner the matrix 
ALL'is a cluster approach using equation (5) or (6). This 
cluster method - which takes into account multiple 
scattering only between a small number of atoms - has 
been successfully used for the calculation of the density 
of states in disordered systems (McGill and Klima 1970 
and 1972, Keller 1971, Keller and Jones 1971, John 1973). 
Since the cluster method gives reasonable results even 
in the case of strong scattering, the matrix A L , may be 
obtained by relatively small clusters for transition metals. 
By the way, the same matrix ALl> is needed in the theory 
of soft X -ray emission spectra (Gyorffy and Stott 1971) 
and in the theory of point defects (Lehmann 1973). 

The author would like- to thank Professor P.Ziesche, 
Dr. K.Elk and Dr. G.Lehmann forstimulatingdiscussions. 
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